r. C. TROMBI AND V. S. VA~ADARA~A~N ~ integral elements in the dual 5" of 5~, and s the subset of all regular elements of ~.
Let W(5~) be the Weyl group of (g~, 5c), and W(G/B) the subgroup of W(w162 that comes from G. For X E s let o(~) be the equivalence class in Ee(G) constructed by HarishChandra ( [14] , Theorem 16). Let P be a positive system of roots of (g~, ~), and let Pn (resp. P~) be the set of all noncompact (resp. compact) roots in P. and sufficient that I(s).)(/~),>( 2-1)k(fl) (u165 (1.6) as before, (1.6) is necessary and sufficient that ~o(sJt) E E~(G) for all s E W(w (Theorem 8.2).
For any x EG, let D(x) be defined in the usual manner as the coefficient of t I in det (Ad (x) -1 + t), where l =rk (G) and t is an indeterminate. For any Cartan subalgebra of ~ let/)~ and G~ be as in [13] , p. 110. Fix wE E~(G), and let O w be the character of o9.
Then, for o) to be of type ~ it is actually necessary (Theorem 8.1) that., for each Cartan subalgebra ~, there should exist a constant c(~)>0, such that,
In(x)] 89 lOw(l)] ~< c(~)ln~(x)l -~/2 (xEe~).
(1.7)
The condition (1.7) is stricter than (1.3); to deduce (1.3) from this it is enough to specialize
suitably. It appears likely that the validity of (1.7) for all Cartan subalgebras ~ would also be sufficient to ensure that co is of type y. We have not been able to prove this.
The space El(G) was first introduced by Harish-Chandra [5] (el. also [2] , [16] , [17] ) in which, among other things, he obtained sufficient conditions for co().) to be in ~I(G), when G/K is tIermitian symmetric and o)(~) belongs to the so-called holomorphic discrete series; we verify in w 9 that these conditions are the same as (1.5) (with p = 1). It follows from this that if G/K is Hermitian symmetric and co (2) belongs to the holomorphic discrete series, the conditions (I.5) (with t0 = 1) are necessary and sufficient for co (2) to be in ~I(G). At the same time, this leads to examples of 2E ~ for which co(2)E 81(G) but co(s2)r for some sEW(w176 in other words, the equivalence classes in ~(G) that correspond to the same infinitesimal character may be of different types. Ia the general case when G/K is not assumed to be Hermitiart symmetric, Harish-Chandra had obtained certain sufficient conditions in order that co(s~)E El(G) for all s E W(b~) ( [9] ,
[i0], Ill]); these are also discussed in w 9.
We are greatly indebted to Professors Harish-Chandra and I~anga Rao for many stimulating conversations dealing with harmonic analysis on semi simple Lie groups. We are also grateful to Professor Harish-Chandra for giving us permission to discuss his unpublished work [10] , [lI] , and, more specifically, for suggesting the possibility of obtaining estimates such as Lemma 8.4.
Notation and preliminaries
G, K wiU be as in w 1 with rk (G)=rk (K). We will assume that GgGc, where Go is a simply connected complex analytic group with Lie algebra ~. ~ is the Lie algebra of K and B, l), 5c will be as in w 1.0 will denote the Cartan involution induced on G, as well as g, by K; and g=f+g, the Caftan decomposition. For XEg, we put ilXl12=-<x, ON>, (., .} being the Killing form. g becomes a real ttilbert space under I1" I1" g=~+a+rt (a___g), and G=KAN, are Iwasawa decompositions, with A=expn, N=exp 1l; if
XEg and x=exp X, we write X =log x. A =A(g, a) is the set of roots of (g, a); A +, the set of positive roots; E={~ 1 ..... as}, the simple roots; and gz ()~EA) the root subspaees, a + is the positive chamber in a, and A + = exp a +. ~(H) = tr (ad H)n (H E a), the suffix denoting restriction to 11. I denotes a 0-stable Caftan subalgebra with I N g =a. For any Cartan subalgebra I) of g, we write ~)~ for C" ~), W(I~o) for the Weyl group of (g~, I~), and s for the additive group of all integral elements of [?*. The spherical functions a and ~ on G are defined as in [15] . It is known that for suitable constants c0>0, r0>~0,
e -~(x~ ~) ~< E (h) <~ c o e -~(~~ ~) (1 + a(h)) '~ (h E A § (2.1)
In particular, ~,2(1 + a)-~ELI(G) if r >2% +d. 15I denotes the universal enveloping algebra of g~; ~, 91, ~, ~ etc. are the subalgebras of (~ generated by (1, ~), (1, a) , (1, b) , (1, [) etc.
The elements of ~ act in the usual manner as differential operators from both left and right. We shall use Harish-Chandra's notation to denote differential operators; thus, if / is a C ~ function on a C | manifold M, and E is a differential operator acting from the left (resp. right), we write/(x; E) (resp. /(E~ x)) to denote (E/)(x) (resp. (
/E)(x)) (xEM).
o denotes composition of differential operators. ~ is the center of ~.
A subalgebra 0 of ~ is called parabolic if C" p contains a Borel subalgebra of go-Let be parabolic, fi, its nilradical. Write ~tl =~ f3 0(~). Then ml is reductive in g, rk (n~l) = rk (~), and p =ml +n is a direct sum. Put ~=center (~1)n ~. Then ~ is the centralizer of in ~, and ~ is called the split component of ~. Let F ~ Z and let aF he the set of common zeros of members of F. Write ml~ for the centralizer of ae in g, mF for the orthogonal complement of a~ in mlF, and Ar for the roots of (uh~,, a); we put A+=A+N AF. If nF=~r then pe = mF + aF + nr is parabolic, #g, and aF is its split component; and, given a parabolic subalgebra p 4~ of g, there exists a unique F~ Z such that for some kEK, pk=~F. We 4= write ~)~F, ~r and ~,IF for the subalgebras of ~ generated by (1, ml~) , (1,mF) and (1, aF) respectively. ~F is the center of 9~. We put, for H E a, 
~F(H) = 89 tr (ad H),~., ~ox(H) = 89 tr (adH)r%n,, fi~(H) = min ~(H)
for all h e A~ (/~); here 0 < # < 1, A](/~) is the sectorial region defined by (7.2) , and ~0 >0 is a constant independent of ~,/~, q (Theorem 7.3).
Suppose now that ), satisfies (1.4 given any e >0, we can find constants C~ > 0, r~ ~0 such that
for all x e G, b e E(K), e, e' as before (Theorem 7.3). From (2.8) we obtain the following continuity property of (9 (Lemm~ 8.4): for each e >0 we can find ~eff such that for all leVy(G) I (9(1)l < sup r~-,+~,-~ I&/I.
(2.9)
G We now imitate the arguments of w 19 of [14] to pass from (2.9) to estimates for the values of (9 on the various Cartan subgroups of G (Lemma 8.7); these lead to (1.7) in a direct manner.
Some estimates of the Sobolev type
In this section we obtain estimates for certain supremum norms of a function /EC~(G) in terms of the LV-norms of / and its derivatives (Theorem 3.3). These are analogous to the classical Sobolev estimates. Our proofs make no use of the assumption that rk (G)=rk (K). We put J(h) = 1-I (e ~(l~ e-~(l~ dim(~2 (he A+). 
Ha, is the space of all IEC~ with ,~;(f)< ~ for all ~E S. E~ch ,u~ is a seminorm on H~.
We write ~ for the collection of all finite sums of the/Q. Since w is bounded away from 0 on compact subsets of U, the usual form of Sobolev's lemma implies that for any 
~,(G)~_ E~(G)~ E~(G).
Proo/. Let Let V be a complex finite dimensional Hilbert space, the scalar product and norm of which are denoted by (.,.) and H H. By a unitary double representation of g in V we mean a pair ~= (vl, T2) such that (i) q (resp. ~) is a representation (resp. antirepresentation) of K in V, and ~(k) is unitary for all keK, j=l, 2 (ii) ~l(kl) and ~(k~) commute for all k~, k~6K. We allow the ~l(k) to act on vectors of V from the left, and the ~e(k) to act from the right. We write ~ (resp. ~) for the corresponding representation (resp. antirepresenta-
k~, k~6K; C~ V:~) denotes the space of all ~-spherical / of class C ~. Note that
l~ecall that ~ is a Hilbert space. If we write x ~ for 0(x -i) (x6G), then Ad (x) and Ad (x*) are adjoints of each other.
Define bF(m ) and c~(m) for m6M~r by 
( e~(1og ~ ) _ e-~(lo~ h ) ) O X = 2 y h -1 _ 2 e -~(l~ h) y.
This gives the result we want when m = h. The general case follows from the above Then we can select to keep track of the way in which our subsequent estimates for ~ vary with V and ~.
2. The results of this section do not need the assumption rk (G)=rk (K) for their validity.
The differential equations for W and certain initial estimates
We fix F c ~:. We select a complex Hilbert space T of dimension rF, an orthonormal 4= basis {% ..... er~ } of it, and identify endomorphisms of T with their matrices in this basis.
Given V and r=(ri, T2) as in w 4, we define _V= V(DT,: Our lemma follows at once from these estimates.
, 1 < ] < rF). Moreover, there is an r E x rr matrix E with entries ir~ the quotient /ield o/ I(W(Ic)r) having the /oUowing properties: (i) (w/wF)E has entries iu I(W([~)E) (ii) /or
Remark. Except Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6, the results of this section do not need the assumption rk (G)=rk (K) for their validity.
A lemma on ordinary differential equations
In this w X is a finite dimensional Banach space with norm H" [[; r is a semisimple endomorphism of X with only real eigenvalues; S=S(F) is the set of eigenva!ues of 1 ~,
and IS] is the number of elements of S; for c E S, Xc is the eigensubspace and E c is the spectral projection, corresponding to c. We define we have, for t ~> 0 and 0 < e < l, Illo(t)ll < OC.e", Ilgo(t)ll < CC.e"-'.
C=max LtEoll ~=min (~, mm Icl

(6.4)
We consider three cases.
Case 1: c>0. Then, for 0~t< t', we have
e-Ct']o (t') --e-Ct]c (t) = e -ct e-CUg c (t + u) du. dO
Taking e < rain (e, 1) in (6.4) we find that e- 
A+~--U A~(~) (0<[~<Cl/2C2%
(Hi)+ ~0(H~) (s e W(I~)). Let T o --{u: u ~ T, F(A: H~)u + ~(H~)u = 0}. Then, by Lemma 6.1, we can find O~ (m)e V@T o such that F~(t)--~F(m exp tHe; 7)~ O, (m)
as t-~ + 0% for each m ~M~, ~ ~i~. Moreover, using (7.4), we infer from that lemma the existence of a constant a>0 such that, for any compact set Qc_M+~ ~nd any s (0<s~< 89
we have (1) The s~ are as in Lemma 5,1 with -F=Ft. Also Mt, is in general neither connected nor semisimple, and we should remember the remarks made in w 2.
IlT'(m exp tHj; v)-O, (m)ll <-D~.~ e *t-~t (t >1 O, m ~ Q)
A simple argument based on Lemma 5.4 shows that the second term on the right of (7.7)
tends to 0 as t-> + ~. Changing v to d~ovodi ~', we get from (7.6) and (7.7),
Observe that, if v =ttpj(z) (zE3) , then zv:r8 =(~,sz in (5.1), so that F(A: #~j(z)) =/~g/~(z)(A). 1. We now turn to the problem of obtaining estimates for ~-~, v. With later applications in mind we shall formulate the estimates so as to take into account the variation of "~ and A. Proo]. If A e s A is a linear combination with rational coefficients of the roots of (go, It). Hence A I a is a linear combination with rational coefficients of ~1, -.., ad, proving that A(Hj) is rational. As i:i is finitely generated, we may conclude that Oj is a finitely generated subgroup of the rationals. Hence ~j is discrete. To prove (ii) observe that ( 7.17) it is clear from Lemma 5.6 that such numbers 7o exist; for example, 0. We now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 7. (7.25) then, for m 6 M~-, 0 < s < 89 go,
riFt(z) (dT~'O)=ffglL(Z) (dJO) (ze~).
L ]~ M M A 7.2. Fix j (1 < j <~ d). Then
ll/(x)ll <~D'l'~,hlq'~ii/]]~(x) 1+v-6 (xEG).
C~=co(e)l%A[~( ~ L(~o~:eao))(1-Tj(m))-P;dj(m)~+voE(m)~+v~
K'(s)= K(s) (1-~)-~"(~)d~(exp H,)i+r~
II~J.~~ (m)ll < K'(~)13, A I ~(~ ~ (m cxp H+)'+~o-% (m) ~+~. II~ll:-(7.26)
We now convert (7.24) and (7.26) 
into uniform estimates for Ilk(h) -d~(h)-(~ §176 ~, (4)II
as h varies over A~(#). Let sa be the null space of gj, so that a=ja+ar is a direct sum. Then, on combining (7.28) and (7.29), we obtain the following result. Given /x, with 0<#<l, we have, for arbitrary A, v, O~ of type (A, z, 7), and h6A~(#) (1 <~]<~d),
We must remember that (7.31) has been proved under the sole assumption that, for each bE~ and ~>0, (7.17) is satisfied by all 00 of type (A,v, 7 ). Note also that L~ and p~ depend on 7% and 7-
We are now in a position to prove (i) with a =b =1. Let Z be the set of all numbers {{Oo(x){{ ~< L o {~, A{ ~' {{0o{{~E (x) ~ §176 (x~G). then an easy verification shows that U is a neighborhood ofH 0 in ~a and that H' + sH~ E a, whenever H' E U and 8 ~> 2s 0. Writing dH' for the Lebesgue measure on ~a, we then get from 
Estimates tot the matrix coeIfieients of the discrete series
Let P, Pn and k(fl) (flEPu -P) be as in w It is obvious that k(fl)=k(-fl)= k(sfl)>0 (sEW(b~)), and that k(fi) does not depend on P. Moreover, for fixed fl, if /)~'+ (resp. PZ'-) is the set of all aeP with (~,fl}>~0 (resp. (~,fl~<0), P~=P"+U then it is easily seen that P~ is a positive system and k(fi) = (-P~'-), and ~---~E~p~, ~(B~). This shows that k(fl) is an integer for all ft. For any Cartan subalgebra ~ of 6, we define the function D~ and the set G 0 as in [13] 
We begin with the proof that (8.4) is sufficient for co(s~) to be of type ? for all s e W(5c). We need a lemma. to ~1(2, It). It follows (cf. also [13] , w 24) from this that we can find It', X', Y'e$~ such that We shall now fix ,~ E s assume that co =co0~) is of type y >0, and prove that (8.2) and ( from which it follows that ]l~]]~=d~o~n(b), d~ being the formal degree of co From (8.8), (8, 9) , and the earlier estimates for Ir~, A I and n(b) we then obtain the following result:
given any e with 0<e<7, we can find a constant D~>0 and an integer q,~>0 such that, here, x r-~ ~ is the natural map of G onto G, d~ is an invariant measure on G.
(ii) there is a compact set X=X-I~G such that supp(/~)_=(suppfl) x for all ~6oo (A~).
(iii) Let ~ be the algebra of functions on A~ generated by 1 and all the ~=(1-~:)-1 (~ any root of (g~, ~o)), and let~ be the subalgebra of ~ generated by in the place of (I). If we now argue as in [14] . we obtain (8.18) in exactly the same way as Lemma 34 'is deduced from Lemma 32 in [14] . This proves the lemma. Since there are only finitely many sets of the form A{ (for a given ~), and since their union is dense in A{; we conclude from (8.25) that for eo =go(2) to be of type y, (8.2) must be true for all ~).
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 8.1 it remains to show how (8.3) may be obtained from (8.2) by choosing ~) suitably. Let fi be a noncompact root of (fie, 5r
We now specialize the Cartan subalgebra I) of the above discussion to be the one constructed at the beginning of the proof of Lemma 8.3. Let H' be as in that lemma, y = exp ( -1) 89 (~/4) (Z' + Y'). Then H' E l)~, and on defining ~ = {tH': t > 0}, we find at once that, ~+(H')= k(fl). We shall now estimate the terms on the right of (9.5). Since zaz.f.~= ( On the other hand, we obtain without much difficulty, the following estimate, from for all ~E~(p), i, jeN~, xeG (s0>0 as in (7.39)). So, combining (9.6) and (9. which is clearly possible in view of (9.2). We then have, from (9.5) and (9. for all ]E C(G). Theorem 9.3 follows at once from (9.10).
